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FOREWARD BY KEVIN SPACEIGH (NOT TO BE 
CONFUSED WITH KEVIN SPACEY)

When it was revealed that two-time Academy Award-
winning actor Kevin Spacey was a total creep, I was very 
upset for two reasons. Firstly, as you might expect, I am 
very empathetic, and so I felt tremendous sorrow for the 
victims of his heinous crimes. But on the other end, I felt 
a sense that my life was going to get a lot more awkward. 
For you see, reader, my name is Kevin Spaceigh. 
 
I first experienced the annoying quirk of sharing a name 
pronunciation with a sex offender when I was at Starbucks, 
and the barista called out “Kevin Spaceigh!” and the 
heads of everyone promptly turned toward me. Of course, 
I’m not even sure why she referred to my order by both 
my first and last name, seeing as that never happens in 
Starbucks. Furthermore: how did she know? I NEVER 
TOLD HER! 
 
My life isn’t completely awful now, though; I feel very 
grateful to have been given the opportunity to write the 
forward for this cookbook and share my story with the 
world. And what is that story, you might ask? Hope. I 
am here to give hope that you can live a happy life even 
if your name sounds an awful lot like the name of a 
disgraced Hollywood actor/creepy guy. Just look at my 
friend Jon L’sattoor, who is NOT to be confused with the 
disgraced former head of Pixar. He has found solace, too. 
And so can you! If your name sounds just like a celebrity 
who’s clearly on the downfall, chill out (that especially 
goes out to you Rusel Brandts of the world). Fret not; it’s 
all going to be okay.

–Kevin Spaceigh



Recipes





Wisdom Tooth Surgery Recovery 
Serum

If  you are reading this, 
then congrats! That 
means your wisdom tooth 
extraction surgery was a 
success. You are one of  
the lucky 11% to make it 
out of  the operating room! 
But that’s just the first step 
on your path to recovery. 
You might notice that you 
have a little trouble eating 
solid foods, so please find 
attached a recipe for a 
serum we’ve developed 
that requires no chewing 
and is sure to give your 
tummy a tickle!

Ingredients:
½ oz. tomato paste
½ oz. canned tomato
¼ oz. crushed tomato
⅔ oz. diced tomato (Italian 
Style)
¾ oz. ketchup
Water
Kitchen
Mouth
Hospital

Step 1:
Combine all ingredients 
in a blender and slam that 
sucker into high, baby!
It should sound like
BrrrrrRRRRRRrrrrrrr
RRRRRRRRRRRRr
rrrrRRRRRRRRR
rRRRRRR
Just keep it running until 
everything is combined 
into a nice little slurry.

editors note: this is what a 
blender is



Step 2:
Tear the perforated corner 
of  the outer packaging 
of  the IV solution, and 
replace contents with those 
from blender. Move the 
roller clamp about 3 cm 
below the drip chamber 
before closing the clamp. 
Remove the protective 
cover on the IV bag port, 
and carefully insert the 
IV tubing spike into the 
port, gently pushing and 
twisting. Take extra care to 
ensure the tubing is sterile. 
Hang the bag on the IV 
pole, and fill the drip 
chamber one-half  full, 
making sure to prevent air 
from entering the tubing.

Step 3:
Grab the needle with 
your dominant hand at a 
30 degree angle from the 
area of  insertion, ensuring 
the skin is taught over the 
vein. Insert the needle 
and ensure a flashback of  
blood in the flash chamber. 
Decrease the angle of  the 
needle and advance a few 
millimeters. Remove the 
tourniquet and press the 
activation button.

Step 4:
Sit back, relax, and 
enjoy your recovery 
serum, completely free 
of  tooth irritation!

Please contact your 
oral surgeon if  you 
experience any of  the 
following symptoms: 
dry rot, euphoria, 
abdominal bleeding, 
hallucinations of  various 
farm animals. 
MOO! OINK 
OINK! OH NO ITS 
STARTED!!!!!!!!!
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5 MINUTE

MANGO

SORBET
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Ingredients:
Mango Sorbet
Bowl

Step 1: Put sorbet in
bowl

Step 2: Wait five 
minutes



EVIL GALACTIC CAKE
by Emperor Palpatine

Every year for my birthday I bake a great big cake
It’s a reminder of  the government that I did quake
For I am the Galactic Emperor and my law is very pernicious
But when it comes to baking, my cookies and cakes are so delicious 
Simply beat some eggs, sugar, and flour along with Order 66
Then by way of  politics and culinary arts: you know all the tricks
The second step – that’s right you guessed – preheat your oven with glee
Then burn your  batter ‘till it looks like Anakin in Episode III
Next up is decoration, so have strong icing tenets 
Then as you squeeze the frosting about, exclaim: “I am the Senate!”
Once you’re done, you may cut your cake however you choose
I normally eat it all myself  – my name is Palpatine – I never lose!
You now have the secrets for baking my Evil Galactic Cake
Now I return to the Death Star: Emperors cannot take a break! 



Authentic Tres Leches Recipe
by Bea Steaboys

Ingredients
• one cup whole milk
• one cup soy milk
• one cup almond milk

Steps
1. Combine wet ingredients in a medium-sized 

mixing bowl and stir thoroughly.
2. Enjoy.



Wolfgang Puck’s Staff
Shares Recipe for
Chicken Noodle Soup
Souperstar chef Wolfgang Puck, 
known best for his 2003 divorce,  
has been at the top of the food 
scene for years. Self taught by 
his chef mother, nepo baby Puck 
established his own brand and 
products, including his own take on 
the humble chicken noodle soup. His 
soup has been in stores for far too 
long. The soup’s uniqueness has led 
to mass speculation that  there’s more 
to the soup than meets the eye. In 
response, members of his staff have 
anonymously released the official, 
genuine recipe for the soup. 

Ingredients
Amounts not important

Water
Organic Vegetable Stock
Organic Carrots
Organic Egg Noodle
Organic Chicken Meat
Organic Celery
Organic Onion
Salt
Organic Cane Sugar
Organic Parsley
Organic Tapioca Starch
Organic Cornstarch
Organic Rice Starch
Organic Onion Powder
Organic Garlic Powder
Organic Paprika
Organic Turmeric

STEP ONE: Throw all the ingredients away.
STEP TWO: Place a huge pot of sewer water 
over low heat.
STEP THREE: Get the salt out of the trash 
and add one or two gallons to the water. Get 
the celery too, stomp on it a little, and throw
that in. Crank the heat up to a boil. Light it on 
fire.
STEP FOUR: Acquire quality (not Puck 
brand) chicken noodle  soup, eat a little, 
chew it and spit it out into the pot. 
No need to use  too much, we just need a 
faint reminder of what chicken soup should 
taste like. Knock the pot over onto the floor. 

STEP FIVE: Using your bare feet, scoop the mixture back into the 
pot. Take your dirty fucking laundry and throw it in the pot, just 
throw it in the pot, let it fucking stew in the pot for a fucking year. 



STEP SIX: Take all of your failed hopes and dreams and throw them
in then spit in the pot and run around until you’re crying and sweaty
then get in the pot, just get in the pot. Put your shoes in the pot. Put
your goddamn shoes in the pot.
STEP SEVEN: Make ice cubes out of some runoff rain from 
dumpsters and throw those in the pot then light it on fire again then 
pour it onto the street and lie in it get some dogs just let some dogs 
run and piss all over it then scoop it back into the pot get it back in 
the pot 
STEP EIGHT: Package, label, and sell! Great work. You’ve made 
the world a miserable lie. Parents will give this to their sick kids and 
they’ll die. Thank you. Go fuck yourself.

COPYRIGHT WOLFGANG PUCK (Star of The 
Smurfs (2011) as Chef Smurf)
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Five Times “Binging with 
Babish” Went Too Far

The Clockwork Orange from A Clockwork Orange
We had been long overdue for a Kubrick-
themed Babish episode when this came out 
back in 2021, but even after all this time we 
still have several questions. Why did he decide 
to just wrap an orange in several wristwatches? 
How much did it cost? Why did it join his 
“clean plate club?” Regardless of what could 
have been going on in Andrew Rea’s mind, this 
installment caused a pain in me gulliver, and 
I’m sure I’m not the only one who felt that way.

Breast Milk from The Boss Baby
Listen, I’m not one to judge if you wanna test 
out recipes to recreate human breast milk for 
fifteen minutes on your YouTube channel, that’s 
fine. But did the Boss Baby ever actually drink 
breast milk? He seems more like a formula guy. 
Felt like a lazy excuse to drink breast milk. Just 
own it, Andy. 
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Henry’s Baby from Eraserhead
On the topic of babies: what the fuck, Babish? 
You know he never eats the baby in the movie, 
right? Also, how the hell were you able to make 
a living, sentient creature exactly resembling 
the baby from Eraserhead? The only thing in 
this episode worse than Babish eating a literal 
infant was him asking, “Have you heard of 
David Lynch?” every twenty seconds. Please, 
for the love of God, do not try to replicate this 
recipe at home. 

The entire cast of Finding Nemo
Jesus, man! My kids watch your show! It was 
one thing to hunt down and chop up a couple 
of clownfish and blue tangs, but did you really 
have to find an “authentic” Australian dentist 
and kill him, too?

Fruit Salad from The Wiggles
This episode is the moment Andrew Rea 
became Babish. You’d think a chef of his 
prowess and expertise wouldn’t have much 
difficulty making a fruit salad, but you’d be 
wrong. Dead. Wrong. Over the 45-minute-long 
episode, he endlessly cursed out the Wiggles 
for creating what he called a “ridiculous, faulty 
recipe.” For many Babish fans, Rea lost a part 
of his soul that day which he would never truly 
get back. Yummy yummy!
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SPEC SCRIPT FOR THE BEAR SPIN OFF: THE 

CUB
   

EXTERIOR MORNING: HILLBERRY ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL. School is  about to start. 
Carmine, from FX’s The Bear, chain smokes 
on the blacktop. 

CARMY(V.O): 
I’m gonna fix this place. It needs me  

more than I need it… 

TRANSITION: INTERIOR, HILLBERRY FARMS 
CAFETERIA KITCHEN. BOBO  IS FRYING TATER 
TOTS, DORIS IS SCOOPING. 

BOBO: 
Hey there I’m Bobo, you’re the new  

slopper? Just messing with ya! Welcome  
to the lunch room. 

Carmy slaps BOBO in the face, then starts 
smashing trays off  the counters. Many of 
the trays have cute little dinosaurs  and 
transformers on them. 

CARMY: 
I needed fifty 

orders of those tots  
five fucking years ago. ARE YOU TRYING  

TO FUCKING SINK US. 

The bell rings. 
CARMY: 

Oh fuck oh fucking SHIT I NEED MORE 
TIME I NEED MORE TIME
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Students start approaching the lunch 
room, Carmy starts sweating and screaming 
profusely 

CARMY: 
I NEED 100 CHICKEN NUGGETS ALL DAY LETS 

GO  
CHEFS LETS GO DONT FUCK ME ON THIS 

Unfortunately, this is a relatively 
underfunded school, and  Bobo was the 
only other lunchlady on hand, and he’s  
unconscious. Carmy screams to no one

The first child, Timmy,  comes up to the 
cafeteria line 

TIMMY: 
Hi uh, could I please get some chicken  

and peas? 

Carmy is digging through the bins to see 
if there’s any food.

CARMY: 
Where’s my FUCKING PREP CHEFS.

 
Carmy is getting more frantic. 

TIMMY: 
Hey, uh, where’s Bobo? He’s normally  

here and much less scary. 
Carmy is now smashing plates and bins.

CARMY: 
FUCK!!!!! 
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Green Peas and Milk

This recipe is extra nutritious. Drinking 
milk strengthens your bones even more 
than the average Joe since all the calcium 
goes straight to your bones and doesn’t 
waste time in your mouth.

The recipe itself  is simple, pop however 
many green peas in your mouth as you feel 
comfortable then use the milk to swallow 
them whole like pills. I got really good at 
swallowing pain pills after my incident so 
I can put up to 20 peas in my mouth at a 

3 Yummy Gummy Mushy Recipes for 
Our Toothless Friends

About ten years ago I lost all my teeth in a human dog fighting 
incident and have been gumming through life ever since. I 

realized there was a lack of  toothless accessible recipes and have 
since devoted my soft gummed life to creating some yummy 
mushy recipes. It doesn’t matter if  you got curb stomped, the 
mouth vacuum sucked too hard, or if  you knocked them out 

yourself  to extort the tooth fairy, these recipes are sure to please!

Tres Leches baby purée 
galore
Nobody is better at the toothless diet than 
babies! However, unfortunately their main 
diet of  breastmilk is NOT acceptable 
for adults so we are limited to the purées 
#mothersteetisalldriedup. 

This isn’t your normal Tres Leches cake, 
in fact it’s not really a Tres Leches cake at 
all! Simply take 3 flavored purées of  your 
choice and cool them until they are almost 
frozen. Stack the purées on top of  each 
other and enjoy!
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Vodka, Cointreau, 
Cranberry Juice, & 
Freshly Squeezed Lime

Ok you got me! This is just a Cosmo, but 
who doesn’t like a little pinky drinky?
Thank god you don’t need teeth to drink. 
After my incident my diet consisted of  
mostly liquor in darkened rooms.
Alcohol is a great way to try and forget 
the horrors that ripped your pearly whites 
away from you. My horror was named 
Rufus, a vicious Pitbull man, but nobody 
wants to hear about that! #Rufusbitmyface

Anyway, I hope you enjoy these 
recipes! And remember, no matter 

what your ex-wife says, you are not 
an animalistic freak undeserving of 
life! So smile and immediately kill 

anyone who tries to make a How to 
Train Your Dragon joke.
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DOES THIS 
HAPPEN TO 

YOU? 4 common 
cooking 

problems and 
how to fix 

them.

Mom’s spaghetti too overcooked? 
It’s probably because she hates you. Maybe if you 
get a job and start acting your age, she will put 
more effort into your meals. You should want this 
given you live at home and she makes all your food. 
Fucking loser. 
Is the pineapple just too spiky? 
This is a common problem. Every year dozens 
of Americans are rushed to the ER with mouth 
lacerations from pineapples. So how can you still 
enjoy your favorite food without the pain, blood, 
and misery? Try only eating the inside of the fruit. By 
cutting away the spiky exterior with a sharp object, 
such as scissors or a shard of glass, you can still 
enjoy the tangy interior without the pain. 
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Blueberries going bad before you 
can eat them? 
Maybe it’s time to stop eating them. A friend of mine 
told me they turn you gay. I’m not saying that’s a 
bad thing! Just raising questions. Have you been 
eyeing those boys in the tight shorts at the gym 
again? Exactly. Try switching out your blueberries for 
a more masculine food like steak or vagina. 
Deadbeat son always complaining 
about your cooking? 

Get your butcher knife and threaten his life. He’s too 
old to be acting like this. If he doesn’t want to go to 
college, fine, but he needs to get off his ass and get 
a job then. You don’t deserve to be talked down to 
by a loser virgin with a body pillow. He’s just like his 
father.
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WHAT I PACKED MY THIRD 
GRADER FOR LUNCH
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New York Times
Cooking
The Most Trusted Source Of Evil Recipies

Exclusive Restaurant Review:
Il Buco Di Beppo

 Recently, my wife 
Amy and I visited Il Buco Di 
Beppo, a newly-opened Italian 
Joint in the classy part of town. 
 It was our anniversary 
night, and usually, we splurge 
on these special days: last year 
I took her on a swamp tour 
of Philadelphia, and the year 
before, we jetted off to Flint
Michigan.
 This year I figured 
I’d dazzle her and take her to 
a pricey restaurant I had to go 
to anyway for work, her treat, 
of course. I should’ve known 
better. She’s always been an 
ungrateful hag, so unlike her 
saintly sister Sarah.
 Upon arriving at 
the restaurant Amy rudely 
affronted a waiter as he 
asked after our reservation. 
She must be some kind of 
witch, apparently, because 
she magically erased the 
reservation I definitely 
scheduled and bumped our 
wait time back 9 hours. 

 Is there a God? Not 
in this stupid fucking Italian 
restaurant.
 Finally, we were 
seated. Our first course was a 
rare golden squid, a delightful 
little dish when my wife isn’t 
being passive-aggressive 
about my perfectly reasonable 
spending habits. 
 As I munched away 
(sadly not loudly enough to 
block out her yapping), she 
pulled out my credit card
bills from the last six months. 
Nothing like faking a bout 
of cholera to avoid pointed 
questions like ‘who paid for 
that diamond necklace?’ And 
‘why was it sent to Sarah’ with 
a note reading ‘someday’ and 
a picture of Amy with her eyes 
scratched out?
 Once she’d stopped 
being so emotional we tried 
their specialty cocktail: Grande 
bevanda alcolica italiana solo 
il miglior alcol e bevande 
d’Italia. 



 I saw an opportunity 
to impress her, to show her 
the man she fell in love 
with. “Remember all those 
DUI’s I got in college?” I 
said seductively, and started 
slamming down rounds. Amy 
got a headache after a single 
sip, the simple bitch. 
 She rudely asked 
me to slow down and had the 
nerve to be offended when 
I correctly pointed out that 
SARAH would’ve thought I 
was being COOL. How was 
the cocktail? I don’t remember.
 Unfortunately, even 
the arrival of the entrees 
couldn’t save the night. My 
basil pesto linguine was not at 
all to my liking. The noodles 
had been boiled, losing their 
crunch, and the green color
was yucky and off-putting. 
 My wife’s dish had a 
surprise peanut topping, and 
she asked the kitchen to make 
her a new plate on account for 
her ‘deadly allergy’. It was 
unacceptable. I’d specifically 
told the chef to hide the 
peanuts UNDERNEATH the 
noodles. Dessert was a bigger 
letdown than my wedding 
night, only now there was no 
Sarah waiting in the bathroom 
to help me through the agony.  
 I’d demanded Amy 
tell the waiter it was my 
birthday, but the birthday cake 
was not to my taste. 

 Not a sprinkle in 
sight, no candles, NOTHING 
to make me feel like a special 
birthday boy. This ‘cake’ was 
a soggy glob covered in coffee 
dust, and the waiters sang in 
a strange spanish-sounding 
language I found abhorrent and 
offensive. I promptly swiped 
the plate off of the table and 
Amy ran out of the restaurant.
 As of now, she has 
blocked my number and kicked 
me out of the house. She’s filed 
for divorce. Sarah won’t return 
my calls. My boss wants to 
have a meeting with me and 
the security team about ‘my 
future at the magazine’. My 
life is over. And all because 
I had dinner at Il Buco Di 
Beppo. 

I can say confidently I won’t be 
dining there again.

Rating: 3.5/10
Randy Bublé
New York Times

        

        “We
          Suck”
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NATURE IN FLAVORTOWN
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This is a Public Safety Announcement 
informing citizens that town electricity 
and wireless networks will be down for 
the foreseeable future. Information is 
still being gathered but it appears the 

town’s raccoon population has mobilized and 
launched into a violent campaign against 
the town. Last night, in a display of 
extreme sneakiness, they appear to have 

taken out the power grid and gnawed through 
Flavortown’s power lines. As electricity is 
down, rogue, flailing wires are likely not 
active, but should be handled with caution. 
Note: Raccoons have reportedly been holding 

them tight across sidewalks and roads, 
using them as trip wires for unsuspecting 
citizens. The death toll is reported to be 
in the thousands. Reasons for the violence 
are unknown, but note: it seems unlikely it 
should begin just a week after approval of 
the Ban Bill, barring town raccoons from 

their favorite restaurant, Mike’s Spaghetti 
Shack. The raccoons were reportedly 

banned for disregarding the restaurant’s 
reservation policy and ‘inciting fear’ 
in staff and other customers. Last year, 
reports emerged they were holding Mike 
himself hostage until their demands of 
‘MorR SPagAheTY’ were met. His condition 
is unknown at this time. It is likely more 
attacks are underway, but the raccoons have 

refused to negotiate with FTPD. Quotes 
from Police Chief Leegal Solvey reveal 
requests for peace talks were met with 

‘giggling’ and “mockery of my lithp”. The 
mayor has been flown out of the country for 
his own safety. At this time Chief Leegal 
Solvey recommends “locking all doorth and 
avoiding dithcuthing, conthuming or cooking 
thpaghetti. We think they can thmell it from 
mileth and mileth away.” Expect updates on 
the situation as it continues to unfold. 
And, as best you can, stay safe out there.
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RESTAURANTS IN FLAVORTOWN
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FLAVORTOWN HOLIDAYS

For weeks, employees of  the one grocery in Flavortown 
have been claiming to be sold out of  Murray’s frozen 

french toast sticks. As the claims dragged on, suspicion 
prompted the formation of  a citizen brigade which 

infiltrated the store by concealing themselves in a giant 
wooden french toast stick. They reported the grocery 
store staff had been hiding and eating the french toast 
sticks themselves like big greedy rats. In response to 

the scandal, citizens have laid siege to the store. To put 
an end to the madness, the townsfolk are requesting a 

town-wide holiday. Murray’s Day, proposed for January 
6th, will be a day when citizens of  flavortown will be 
given government subsidies of  french toast sticks to 

compensate for the devastating lack of  access over the 
past two weeks. Payment for the french toast sticks will 

be solely the responsibilities of  the disgraced employees. 
The Murray company has voiced their support for the 
citizens of  Flavortown in a statement expressing their 

sympathy for the harrowing experience. ‘We’re thrilled 
to learn our product means so much to people’ The 

statement read. ‘We hope now, with the formation of  
Murray Day, this town can begin to heal.’
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FLAVORTOWN ELECTION NEWS



Last week, a shocking series of events unfolded 
after wireless was restored in Flavortown repairing 
damage done by a mob of raccoons who have since 
been placated with vast amounts of spaghetti, or 

what Police Chief Leegal Solvey called “oodleth and 
oodleth of their favorite noodleth”. After restoration 

of the town’s electricity, Netflix in Flavortown 
updated, giving viewers access to shows released at 
the time of the blackout. Among them was Is It Cake?, 

an American Game Show where contestants attempt 
to trick judges with cakes representing everyday 
objects. The Is It Cake? craze consumed the town 

immediately. Absences in schools and the workplace 
increased by a trillion percent, and Flavortown 

stores were wiped clean as townspeople began creating 
cakes of their own. Chief Solvey reports “It tharted 
off inothent enough, I thuppothe. They made little 
caketh rethembling appleth and cupth and thingth, 
but they got increathingly ambithiouth,” This was 
as videos were emerging on social media of hyper-

realistic cakes resembling people, animals, toilets, 
you name it. “all of a thudden people tharted to 
get thcared”. Videos showed people cutting into 

bottles, cars, desks, beds, only to reveal they were 
cake. As bakers in Flavortown embraced the trend, 
producing increasingly realistic works, fear began 
to build. Was anything real anymore? Was all of it 
cake? Panicked and paranoid mobs took to the streets 
with knives, attacking anything and everything around 
them. Death rates climbed as hysteria levels climbed 
higher. In several cases, individuals stabbed each 
other multiple times, sobbing and screaming as they 
traded blows. Animals, unaware of the trend, have 
nevertheless joined in, and roam the streets with 

knives of their own, attacking at will. The current 
death count is believed to be too high to tally, and 
destruction of public property has devastated much of 
the town. Police are unsure how to handle the issue 
at this time. “We’re waiting for everybody to tire 
themthelveth out, bathically.” Said Chief Solevy. 

“I’m thure ath hell not getting anywhere near them.” 
As citizens continue to hack away at cars, plants, 
buildings, themselves and each other, we urge you: 

stay safe out there.
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FLAVORTOWN NEWS BULLETIN









Major Food Product Recall: “Big Poppie’s Super Secret 
Special Alfredo Sauce” Deemed Unsafe for Consumption

The FDA, in collaboration with the CDC, FBI, CIA, A24, NFT, SUS, and 
5G, is currently investigating major food conglomerate “Big Poppie’s” after 
the company failed to produce the necessary paperwork pertaining to the 
exact ingredients contained within their signature product, “Big Poppie’s 
Super Secret Special Alfredo Sauce”.

Manufactured in an underground facility in what Big Poppie’s website refers 
to as “Completely Unusual Machinery”, Big Poppie’s line of  gourmet 
sauces have come under recent scrutiny due to the removal of  the ingredients 
list from their products.

Big Poppie, when reached for comment, declared this a “Crazy, 
Unacceptable Malpractice”. Poppie also repeatedly emphasized the 
importance of  the Alfredo Sauce to him, saying the only, and most important 
ingredient in the sauce is “Classic, Unlimited Memories”.
Consumers are advised to avoid any and all “Big Poppie’s” products they 
encounter, including:

- “Big Poppie’s Super Special Creamy Screamy Yummy Gummy Ooey 
Gooey Sticky Wicky Licky Yum Yum In My Tum This Product Contains 45 
Grams of  __”
- “Big Poppie’s ‘Did Somebody Order a Pizza With Extra Sausage’ Not-So-
Sausage Vegan Pizza”
- “Big Poppie’s Going to Be Living In An AirBNB Away From You and Big 
Mommie For a Couple Weeks, Okay?”

Consumers should be advised: Do NOT Consume Big Poppie’s Products.
See Company Photo for reference below.
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Epic Rap Battle:
Carmy Vs Gusteau





















Dear Mom,

Thank you for sending me a brookie (brownie 
cookie) in your care package. I never thought 
that a brownie and a cookie could be the same 
thing! 

Things at Camp Spud have never been worse. 
Bad Bart Brownstone, the meanest, nastiest, 
mustaschiest 8 and a half year old in the 
woods, organized the Triple B gang to rob the 
mess hall and steal all of the spices in Camp 
Spud! Our white, flavorless chicken dinners are 
the least of our worries. 

Bart and his boys have
thrust us into a full on spicis(spice crisis). 
Much like the war on drugs, the sesame-
seedy underbelly of the spice trade has made 
organized crime go from O to more than that 
here at Spud. 

TELEGRAM RECOVERED 
FROM THE CAMP 
SPUD FIASCO



Capitalizing on the black market and demand 
for delicious spices, spice gangs have taken 
control of nearly every fun-time activity 
(except scrapbooking). If you wanna do 
anything here, you need spices. The Pepper 
Boys run the ball pit. Nobody goes in or out 
without a tribute to Big Peppy (Steven). 

Last week, Tommy tried to climb the rope swing 
without paying dues to Big Peppy, and they 
pepperboarded him (waterboarding but with 
black pepper). He’s still sneezing... 
Also, last week, the Cinnamaniacs killed a 
kid! And the Ginger Snaps pay off the
camp counselors in spices for their silence. 
Leaving isn’t an option. My cabin buddy 
William tried to escape on a paddleboard and 
we haven’t seen him since, only signs that he 
was smothered in mustard seed. Not mustard, 
because that isn’t a spice, it’s a sauce made 
of a spice, which is mustard see. 

In order to survive and HAGS (have a great 
summer) at Camp Spud, you’ve got to be willing 
to get spice by any means necessary. I’m 
running out of thyme! Get it? No but seriously 
I don’t know what else to do. Did you know 
that pee has salt in it?

See you in september,
Love Freddy
P.S. Can you send me more brookies?
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